Denver 2020 Climate Action Task Force

Denver 2020 Climate Action Task Force Agenda
When: March 26th, from 1:30 to 4:30
Where: Zoom: https://zoom.us/j/819833191, Meeting ID: 819 833 191; One tap mobile +16699009128,,819833191#
Meeting Objective: Agree on draft long-term outcomes and organize solutions

Time
1:15

Agenda
Get Technologically Oriented on Zoom

1:30

Welcome and Purpose (30 m)
● News
● Meeting Agenda Review
Purpose: Open meeting with clear direction and good news.

2:00

Final Draft Long-term Outcomes Agreement (30 m)
Purpose: Agree to a final draft of long-term outcomes for mitigation, adaptation and
resiliency, sustainability, and equity.

2:30

Meetings in a Box Feedback Review (30 m)
Purpose: Understand feedback as it relates to solutions.

3:00

Organize Solutions (70 m)
Purpose: Organize brainstormed solutions into phases, fill in gaps and supports,
equity & targeted universalism, and sustainability.
Phase 1: 2025 (40%). Phase 2: 2030 (60%). Phase 3: 2040 (100%)

4:10

Closing (20 m)
Purpose: Close meeting and set up success for path forward.

4:30

Adjourn
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Denver Climate Action Task Force
Meeting 7 Summary 03-26-2020
Key Discussion Points
o

o

o

Long-Term Outcomes: Based on survey results, some additional tweaks are
needed to the long-term outcomes. City staff will take a first stab at refining the
outcomes and will then send to subgroups for additional editing. The hope is to have
the outcomes finalized before the April 6th meeting. Much of this work will be done in
between meetings.
Meetings In A Box – Round 1: The Task Force broke into small groups to discuss
the Meetings In A Box Round 1 summary. They were asked to discuss three
questions: 1) What resonated with you? 2) What did you learn? 3) What do we need
to keep in mind as the Task Force looks to solutions. Theme emerged around
participants being excited and supportive of bold action to address climate change
and there was a sense of hope amongst participants. Task Force members also
picked up on concerns about equity (i.e. congestion pricing, residential housing,
etc.). Finally, there were notes on ensuring recommendations incentivize behavior
changes, address underserved communities first, and don’t villainize one industry.
Solutions: The majority of Meeting #7 was spent in small groups working on the
Trello Boards for Transportation, Buildings, Electricity Supply, and Adaptation and
Resiliency. Work groups were asked to go through the solutions, organize them into
phases, and tag them with labels around equity, impact, and sustainable economy.

Next Steps
o
o

o

o
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Stakeholder Advisory Groups: All Stakeholder Advisory Groups have been
completed. Summaries will be discussed at the April 9th meeting.
Meetings In A Box – Round 2: All MIB2 should be completed prior to March 30th. All
pictures, surveys, and data should be sent to Matt Gray at
mgray@rockymountaininnovationlab.com by March 30th. MIB2 summary information
will be discussed at the April 9th meeting.
Solutions Workgroups: Each Solutions Workgroup asked for additional time to edit
the Trello Boards. The facilitators will follow up with Zoom invites for each of these
meetings, all to happen before the April 9th meeting.
Public Participation in Task Force Meetings: The facilitators have found solution
to how to allow the public to continue to participate in these meetings. These
meetings can be livestreamed via You Tube or Facebook. They are working to see if
this is a possibility for the April 9th meeting.

Meeting Notes 03-26-20

